Retrograde Charitable Toy & Video Game Museum
(Mission Impupsable II)
Sad Music.

Audio

Dude: Do you remember when Michael
Keaton was Batman? No?

Visual
INT – Retrograde
Guy thinks intently. He tries harder.

Dude: How about when cartoons where a
Saturday morning luxury?

Guy puts his hands to his warmed
heart.

Dude: Everyday and everywhere you go,
Nostalgia is being forgotten. But you can
help. By going to Retrograde Charitable
Toy and Videogame museum.

Guy grows concerned
Guy reaches for his phone.
INT – Retrograde

Dude: At Retrograde, we remember what
it feels like to stare into a screen and feel
whole again. And not like we do with
these empty blocks.
Dude: Back in my day, nostalgia was great,
you had tons of stuff to remember
remembering about. And here, we just
want that for you. To remember
remembering to remember.

Dude sits on a couch.
He pulls out a phone.
He drops the phone.

Dude: Remember when remember
sounded like a word?
Dude: I miss that.

Dude: And maybe you miss it too. And
here at Retrograde that’s all we want for
you, and everyone else. But especially
you.

Dude sniffles and sobs.
CUT TO:
INT – Retrograde
Dude has visibly cried.

Dude Sniffles.

Notes

Dude: Just like a safe place to hangout,
talk about cool stuff, y’know?

INT – Retrograde
Guy: Did you know that you scientifically
must experience nostalgia to stay alive?
You see, nostalgi-eons feed your brain
with nutrition like pylons, mana, and HP.
All basic requirements for living. And all
essential.

Guy stands behind a desk.

Dude (O.S.): Not proven by real science.

SUPER: Not proven by real science.

Guy: And there’s only one person that can
save nostalgia now. You. And everyone
else you know. But specifically, you.

Guy holds up one finger.

Guy Voice Over:
Save nostalgia at
Retrograde Charitable Toy and Video
Game Museum at 112 West Gay St. in
Warrensburg.

He points it to the camera.
Over B-Roll

Check out our website at:
retrogrademuseum.com
Fade to Black.

